
VulcaLap® aluminium weatherboarding
has been designed to simulate traditional 
timber shiplap whilst exploiting the superior
performance of modern construction materials.

Applications
• Suitable for high rise buildings in 

exposed locations
• Lightweight weather protection
• Cladding for modern methods of 

construction

Advantages
• Wide range of colours available
• No minimum quantity
• Short lead times
• Low maintenance
• Non-flammable
• Sustainable and recyclable material

VulcaLap®

Stunning
VulcaLap® is available in any colour presenting
serious architectural opportunity.
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Lightweight
Engineered in extruded aluminium, VulcaLap®

is easy handle and resists denting.

Recyclable
Aluminium is highly recyclable; today 85% of the
aluminium used in construction is recycled with 
no loss of performance.

Stylish
VulcaLap’s smooth clean profile, hidden fixings 
and flush joints give an unrivalled finish.

Versatile
Vulcan provides purpose made trims or copings
powder coated to match the cladding.
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The VulcaLap® system

Description
VulcaLap® aluminium weatherboard comprises patented
aluminium planks with unique plank end jointing, concealed
sliding clips and trims to suit the application. The planks are
extruded to provide robust and accurate installations.

Composition and manufacture
VulcaLap® is extruded aluminium 6063T6, powder coated to any
matt RAL, BS or special colour, or anodised. 

The powder coated or anodised finish requires only regular
cleaning; see our maintenance recommendations on page 9.

Dimensions
VulcaLap® has 150mm high coverage, supplied in standard 3, 4
or 5m lengths to aid economy and random joining. Aluminium
planks up to 6.5m can be manufactured to special order.

Installation 
VulcaLap® can be cut with fine-toothed metalworking tool or
machinery and is fixed to metal or timber battening. All plank cuts
are hidden; no silicone required. Robust extrusion allows the
installer to ‘solo-fix’.

Purpose-designed starter cill/trim and fixing clips must be used.
Refer to the drawings and details on pages 10-11.

Warranties
Anodised and powder coated finish have 15 year warranty,
subject to correct maintenance regime.

Interlocking secret fixing
flushed effect joints, all
plank cuts hidden

Pre-drilled aluminium fixing
clips and s/s screws

Colour matched
joint plate and
butyl strips seal the
joint when pressed
into the slots

Flashing
VUL 112
15 x 38mm

Cill joint
VUL 595
60mm

Fixing clip
VUL 113

Plank
VUL 353
3, 4, 5m

Drip
VUL 590

Drip with soffit
VUL 181

J Trim
VUL 111-J

External corner
VUL 105-E
50 x 50mm

Stop end
VUL 110
30 x 44mm

External Corner
VUL 105
50 x 50mm

Abutment
VUL 111
30 x 15mm

Ventilation strip PVC or
aluminium 
30mm x 15mm

Flymesh
100mm x 50m roll

Internal corner
VUL 106-E

Internal corner
VUL 106
38 x 38mm

Returns

VUL 109 30 x 100mm

VUL 108 30 x 75mm

VUL 107 30 x 50mm

Plank joint
VUL 354
60mm
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Specification
VulcaLap® weatherboard manufactured of extruded
aluminium 6063T6 section, complete with aluminium starter
trim, fixing clips, joint profiles and trim sections. All visible
surfaces to be polyester powder coated [RAL colour].

VulcaLap obtained from Vulcan Cladding Systems, 4 Imperial
Way, Croydon, CR0 4RR. Telephone 020 8681 0617.
Drawings may be forwarded to sales@vulcansystems.co.uk
for budget take-off estimate.Starter cill

VUL 594
4m

SS.4.1x32.STD-CSK
S/S csk screw

SS.4.1x25.DRL-CSK
S/S csk drill screw

SS.4.1x25.DRL-PAN
S/S pan-head drill screw

VUL 25-ZED 
3m

25mm

Hidden
starter cill
VUL 596.HSC
3m

50mm

VUL 50-ZED 
3m
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Maintenance

Powder coating maintenance
Polyester Powder Coating is an organic coating system which
needs to be cleaned and maintained regularly to ensure the
decorative and protective properties of the coating are retained.
The frequency of cleaning will depend on the environment.
Owners should keep full documentation of maintenance,
including date carried out, method and cleaning materials used. 

Typical recommendations are:
Rural: 3-6 months
Urban: 3-6 months
Industrial: Every 3 months. If heavy soiling occurs, more regular
cleaning is required 
Marine: Special thickness coating is required in a marine
environment; cleaning at 3 month intervals.

The best method of cleaning is by regular washing of the coating
using a solution of warm water and a mild detergent.

All surfaces should be cleaned using a soft cloth sponge, or
nothing harsher than natural bristle brushes. If the atmospheric
pollution has resulted in heavy soiling of the coating then nothing
harsher than white spirit should be used for cleaning and in no
circumstances should any abrasive cleaner containing ketones,
esters or alcohol be used.

A repair service is available for site damage. 

Anodised maintenance
The frequency of the periodic cleaning of anodised finishes
ranges between 3 monthly and yearly dependent on the
environment. Owners should keep full documentation of
maintenance, including date carried out, method and cleaning
materials used. 

Typical recommendations are:
Rural: Every 12 months
Urban: Every 8 months
Industrial: Every 6 months
Marine: Every 3 months

More regular cleaning may be required in aggressive
environments; the condition of the surface will make apparent.

The cleaning method should be washing with a solution of mild
non-alkaline detergent in warm water. The solution should have a
pH of between 6.5 and 7.5. Heavier deposits may be removed
with a stiff or nylon brush.

There may be areas where dirt accumulates and becomes more
adherent because deposits are not rain washed. These can be

cleaned using a mild abrasive detergent such as pumice powder
and water, or ultra fine or very fine scotchbrite pads and water. 
It is essential to rinse thoroughly after cleaning using clean water,
particularly where crevices are present.

If the deposits are of greasy nature then cleaning may be carried 
out using a soft cloth dipped in white spirit.

Graffiti may give permanent damage but can be limited if cleaned
immediately.

Note: The use of emery or sand paper, steel wool or other hard
abrasive materials and acid or alkaline cleaners must not be
permitted as they damage the anodised aluminium.

After maintenance
All surfaces should be washed down to prevent deposits
remaining on the finish. The anodised aluminium may be treated
with a good quality wax polish.

Finishes

Anodised finishes
Our standard anodised finish is AA25 grade Natural Silver applied
to BS1615 or BS 3987. This is ideal for external architectural
application. We also now offer Bronze colour.

Anodising is carried out by specialists registered under ISO 9001:
2000.

A well-known architectural feature of anodising is effect of the
colour variations with changing lighting conditions. This is owing
to slight variations in alloy composition and production tolerances
– but adds interest to the product and is often used by architects

and designers to aesthetic advantage.

Anodised treatment offers a durable finish. For the best long-term
performance anodised finish should be cleaned at maximum of
6 month intervals. For harsh industrial environments, cleaning
should be carried out every 3 months. Refer to our maintenance
recommendations on page 9.

Powder coated finishes
VulcaLap® aluminium weatherboarding is available in an 
extensive range of standard polyester powder coated colours. 
Custom-made colours are also available. In all cases a high
quality durable finish is achieved from our specialist applicators
who are registered under ISO 9001: 2000. Coating is applied in
accordance with BS 6496.

Pre-treatment of aluminium is vital for good adhesion. The mill
finish aluminium is put through seven-stage chromate treatment,
followed by the coating process on a strictly controlled
production line.

For best long term performance, all powder coating should be
cleaned every three months. Refer to our maintenance
recommendations on page 9.

Colour
Powder coated any colour, or
anodised silver or bronze AA25,



VUL 25-Zed

VUL 105-E
external corner

VulcaLap

Fixing clip/csk screw

VulcaLap

VUL 25-Zed

VUL 111-J
J-trim

Fixing clip/
csk screw 

scribe to
frame

VulcaLap

VUL 25-Zed

VUL 107 Reveal
with HB tape

Flashing
VUL 112

Nylon flymesh

Flashing
VUL 112

Zed sections
@ 600mm c/c   

150mm
cover   

Fixing clip and
drillscrew   

Starter cill
VUL 594   

Vent angle
or flymesh   

VulcaLap
plank cut
and pack to
suit, face fix

VulcaLap
plank cut 
to suit over
head section

VulcaLap
plank cut
and pack 
to suit

Overall
thickness 14mm

Airflow

Head section
VUL 181

WINDOW/
DOOR

Typical details Installation

VUL 25-Zed

VUL 106-E
internal corner

Fixing clip/csk screw

VulcaLap

VUL 25-Zed
VUL 110 stop end
with HB tape

VulcaLap

VulcaLap
plank fixed

vertically

s/s drillscrew
fixing through

plank at the
bottom only

VUL 181

VUL 50-Z
galv rail

External corner Wall abutment

Reveal

Internal corner Stop end

Vertical plank cill
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Metal ZED / Timber Batten
In areas of average wind exposure, 
Zeds/ battens should be fixed at 600mm
centres. In areas of high exposure or
above 6 storeys use ONLY metal Zeds.
The contractor is responsible to select
suitable masonry fixings for the building
structure. 

Metal ZED can be supplied by Vulcan
made from aluminium or steel (see page 6)
giving long-lasting installation. 

Timber battens (supplied by others)
should be good quality tanalised and size
25 x 50 mm. The contractor has full
responsibility for the quality of the
installation

Sequence
1. Establish base line of cladding 
2. Fix corner ZED/batten 25mm up from 

baseline using packing shims to get 
straight and plum. 

3. Fix ZEDs/battens around window, door 
openings and pack to the string line. 

4. Fix main ZEDs/battens at maximum 
600mm centres. 

5. Fix short ZEDs/battens at 300mm 
centres to support the starter cill and 
vent/flymesh.

6. Use stringline across all ZEDs/battens 
to ensure that the final result is straight. 

Plank installation
When ZEDs/battens are straight and
plumb, install VulcaLap® planking as
follows: 
1. Fix flymesh (or vent angle) to base and 

head of ZEDs/battens, clamped to the 
wall by the ZEDs/battens. 

3. Fix the Starter Cill VUL 594 at bottom 
to the ZED/batten at 300mm centres 
clamping the Flymesh. Ensure straight 
and level with no stepped joints. Use 
fixing clips for VUL 594 cill. 

4. Insert cill joiner with butyl strip. 
5. Place planks firmly onto cill hook. 

(Picture 1) Ensure full engagement, and 
fix with clips at 600mm centres. 

6. Insert plank joiners with butyl strip 
(picture 2).

7. Cut planks to allow for nominal thermal 
movement.

When using the Hidden Starter Cill 
VUL 596 the planks are lifted up to
engage with cill. The front lip of the 
VUL 596 cill must be notched to
accommodate the plank joint

Jointing
VulcaLap® cill/plank ends do not need to
be cut to align with a ZED/batten; cut only
at openings, corners or abutments (avoid
cutting off the sealed plank ends). Joints
to be staggered with the planks above
and below. 

Movement
VulcaLap® fixing clips allow for minimal
thermal movement. Fix cill and planks with
5mm joints. Where fixing clip cannot be
used, drill clearance hole and fix with pan
head screw.

Secretly Fixed Trims 
Secretly Fixed Trims including VUL 105-E,
VUL 111-J, VUL 106-E to be installed
before the planks ensuring they are set in
the correct positions. Cut planks to allow
a 4mm gap inside the channels.

Face-Fixed Trims
Face-fixed trims attach using High Bond
Tape. Tape grips very quickly, therefore the
backing foil should be left on the tape
except tails (picture 3). Section should be
held in final position and then the tails are
pulled, leaving the section in the correct
position (picture 4). Powder coated
screws to be fixed at each end of the
section. On long sections add fixings at
1200mm centres.

Handling care
Carry and store VulcaLap® planks on
edge, not flat. Damaged or distorted
planks should not be fitted. Keep powder
coated planks and trims wrapped until
ready to install.

Cutting
Always protect the plank face when
cutting. Use TCT circular blade 2.5 teeth
per inch or jigsaw blade with 2mm teeth
spacing. 

VulcaLap is a registered trademark of Vulcan Cladding Systems   is a trademark of Vulcan Cladding Systems© 2014 Vulcan Cladding Systems E & OE Brochure issue code VL03UK Patent 2 405 878 
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VulcaLap®

Extruded aluminium weatherboarding
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